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This report discusses three different subjects.
The first is the development of a generalized ver-
sion of the VMI (variable moment of inertia) model
which ties it to the original form of IBM (inter-
acting boson model) and provides a possibility of
fitting vibrational spectra with generalized vib-
rational formulas. The second is a suggestion for
fitting band crossing calculations of the pheno-
menological type more completely than has hitherto
been done into the framework of the VMI method.
The third, which we consider the most important
and far reaching, is the description of a complete
mathematical method for the microscopic derivation
of the IBM from a conventional shell model Hamil-
tonian. In addition to elements already foreseen
by previous authors, we propose a solution for the
most important problem outstanding not only within
the framework of the IBM, but also in all previous
work on boson expansion. We refer to the problem
of actually selecting, in a general fashion, the
most collective excitations. We introduce a cri-
terion that the subspace constructed from these
excitations should possess an average energy which
is lower than the rest of the shell model space
and explain how this criterion can be implemented
in practice.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is a privilege to speak in the same session as the discoverers
or co-discoverers of the two most important contributions to nuclear
collective phenomenology since the pioneering efforts of Bohr and
Mottelson. Since for much of the past decade I have been off play-
ing dilettante in other areas of physics, I also view the present
paper as my effort at rehabilitation as a serious nuclear structure
theorist.

In choosing my subject matter, I was partly guided by what has,
in its organization, been the unifying conception for the conference.
Though the program is unusually heavily loaded with theory, wo have
purposely excluded the more highbrow and ambitious theories of nuc-
lear collective motion, in particular whore these havo so far not
had an extensive interf:-.c«2 with experiment. I believe that those
theories are currently undergoing a vigorous and promising develop-
ment, as evidenced by nomc recent-works, still in preprint form, for



pi-G those"? oi. Marumori' nnd 'AcA ovin.sky . In his round table
jks, David Howe will liavo an opportunity, if ho J;O chooses, to

chost.ix.o us. for our neglect and to discuss hi:; own approach with
Ko.von5-.teel.3'4)

Let us then briefly outline the subjects to which we shall ad-
dress our attention. (References will all be given in the body of
the tost.)

In Sec. II, we address two possibly related questions, an exten-
sion of Variable Moment of Inertia (VMI) concepts to the Interacting
Boson Model (IBM) and the physically unexplained fact that the VMI
(certainly aimed in its original formulation as an extension or
generalization of the geometrical model of deformed nuclei) con-
tinues to provide as good a description as can be found phenomenolo-
gically, for the given number of parameters, of transition and even
vibrational nuclei. Restricting ourselves to the first version of
IBM, which emphasized symmetries, we show that a phenomenology can
be constructed which incorporates VMI-like ideas into IBM. At the
same time we thereby achieve a generalized version of VMI which al-
lows us to fit vibrational nuclei with generalized vibrational for-
mulas which are alternatives to VMI fits and often superior to strict
VMI formulas. We give a mathematical explanation for the success of
the VMI formalism and at the same time raise physical questions con-
cerning its validity for such nuclei.

In Sec. Ill, an interlude, we criticise existing, purely pheno-
mennloqical band crossing calculations (as opposed to core-quasipar-
ticle coupling methods), asserting that, as carried out up to now,
they do not incorporate the full power and flexibility of VMI ideas.
We illustrate with the aid of a two-band calculation how this may be
done.

In Sec. IV we turn from phenomenology to microscopic theory.
Here we outline what we believe is a complete and implementable
method for deriving the IBM (or an IBM) from a conventional shell
model Hamiltonian. This method incorporates the previous idea that
one maps from the shell model space to the boson space only a con-
venient piece of the shell model space which is believed to include
the collective part. In fact for a single j shell the mapping in-
cludes only that part. In the multi-shell problem, it is incon-
venient to try to identify only the collective subspace before the
mapping (this is what the writer has been trying to do for almost
two decades - it is possible but not easy) . Therefore we map a
larger space - all the angular momentum J = 0 and J = 2 pairs - onto
the boson space. We utilize a method which is an "obvious" exten-
sion of previous single j work.

The major now element in our work, absent from previous work, is
the introduction of a criterion, which can be implemented without
having to know the exact eigenstates, for selecting the collective
subspace (of "s" and "d" bosons, for example) from the full boson
space. This involves the elevation to a complete dynamical method
of the cogent physical criterion that the average energy of a state
in the collective subspace be lower than that of any other part of
the space.

Wo describe finally how this iitoa is- rurriMUly Invitm tostod on a
mult.i-lovol pairing nodo.1 prior to its beiiv, attemptoJ. lor a realis-
tic sho.ll-niodol Hamilt.oni.in.



11. AN KX'n::,::;Tn;; OF 'fjir VARTABU; KO.*U:MT or INTRTIA CONCEPT.
S'o:;:;ii',i.i; K/;LATIO;< '.-.in: rui: j;."ii;i<Acvjr.'<; HOSON HCJLKI..

A. Theory of thr Yrar.f Band.

One can easily arrive at the impression thnt everything worth-
while (and perhaps more) has been said about the Variable Moment of
Inertia Model (VMI) apd the numerous alternatives and qoncraiiza-
tions inspired by it.J ' Particularly for deformed nuclei and be-
low the region of back bonding, the original two-parameter model
yields dramatically good fits to the energies of the Yrast band.
What is in some ways even more remarkable x.~ that the formalism con-
tinues to give good fits to the spoctra into the transition region
and beyond, including as definitely vibrational nuclei as we can
point to, yielding on the average hotter fits than the formulas de-
rived from the conventional vibrational picture-9) Though a full
and clear explanation has been provided for the possibility of
mathematical extension of the original domain of definition of the
formalism into the region of parameter space necessary for the ex-
tended applications^) , a physical understanding of this success re-
mains elusive.

As far as I am aware, only Marshalek has derived a VMI formula
beginning with a vibrational framework.10) In his work he emphasizes
the possibility that a so-called vibrational nucleus ca_n rotate once
it acquires angular momentum in an excited state. This is consis-
tent with the idea.that an anharmonic vibrator may look more and
more like a rotator as the angular momentum increases. It may also
imply that a "phase transition" occurs at a finite angular momentum
and thus, in this picture, there is no continuity with the usual
model of a milc'Jy perturbed anharmonic vibrator at low angular momen-
tum. We shall in fact show that indeed there is no such continuity
in the VMI formalism but, at the same time give an alternative ex-
planation, purely mathematical, of the strange (but limited) success
of the VMI in the vibrational regime. At the same time we may note
that Marshalek's work is based on the cranking formalism, which is
uniustified for weakly deformed nuclei.

The main purpose of this section, however, is to present a new
extension of the 'VMI concept, which contains the possibility of des-
cribing vibrational nuclei by a formula which reduces to the anhar-
monic vibrational description near the ground state.

We begin with the briefest possible summary of the usual VMI
formalism. Here the excitation energy, E(J), of the state with
angular momentum J is written as

E(J) = fj—f 1 + U(0) , (2.1)
where, for a prescribed form of the "potential energy" U(0) , the
value of 0 (J)-, the variable moment of inertia, is determined from a
variational condition

3E(J)/3G = 0 . (2.2)
J

In the standard model U(0) takes the harmonic form,

U(0) = siC(0-t»o)
2

Though the decomposition of E(J) in (2.2) as n sum has physical

U(0) = siC(0-t»o)
2 . (2.3)



significance, as we: shall E>OC below, therci remains fiven within H»is
framework considerable1 f rec'iion'i in I he choic of Llu: ruiH.'tion U(f.') .
This i>oint has injon discussed fully in previous work-1-1'*') and will
not concern us .further in this work.

Another generalization*^) which appear;; to bo phenomenologically
useful (though of uncertain thoor'-iical significance) is to replace
0 in the first term of (2.1) by an arbitrary [>ov/or 0n, at the s.'ime
time retaining (2.3). By this mc;ms a third (continuous) parameter
n, enters the picture; the main point which we wish to extract from
this suggestion is that this parameter (with a value loss than unity)
improves the fit for transitional and vibrational nuclei.^3) up to
now, to our knowledge, no one har; questioned the use of the factor
J(J+1) in the first term of (2.1), -though this J dependence, for
small J, has theoretical justification only in the regime of deform-
ed nuclei - Marshalek's discussion^-0) apart. Perhaps this accept-
ance is due, at least in part, to the remarkable fact already men-
tioned that the VMI fits vibrat.ional spectra better than the usual
vibrational formula.9)

Another remarkable fact is that no one has so far attempted to
adjoin VMI Model considerations to the Interacting Boson Model
(IBM)14), the second important new development in low energy pheno-
menology of the past decade.

We now show that just as the VMI can be viewed as a generaliza-
tion of the standard geometrical model, in which the concept of fix-
ed average shapes is replaced, in the phenomenology, by the idea of
shapes and correlations dependent on the angular momentum (and ul-
timately other quantum numbers), so too the IBM can be generalized
in a like sense. This is not so surprising if one remembers that
the various "dynamical" symmetries unearthed by the IBM can also be
identified in the geometrical model. This observation is, however,
unnecessary to carry through the appropriate generalization. What
is necessary is that we reexamine the theoretical ideas leading to
Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2) 1 5~ 1 8 ) and realize that they permit additional
flexibility beyond what has hitherto been exploited.

We illustrate the basic nature of the argument by considering •
the Yrast band. We expose our assumptions:

(i) We are given a set of model state vectors, |j,X.(J)>, refer-
ring to the state of angular momentum J (suppressing ali other quan-
tum numbers in the notation). These depend on a set of parameters
X. (J), i=l,... which measure deformation, pairing, and the mixing
with quasi-particle excitations. In general the X^(J) represent
dynamical degrees of freedom which are here being treated quasi-
statically (and therefore approximately). If the J dependence of
the X̂ fii) is neglected, the state vectors reduce to those of some
prescribed collective model which agrees with the lowest energy data.
[Thus, this model need not be rotational. Secondly, we do not have
to describe how to obtain this set of model states. This is the job
of the microscopic theory. It is even possible, to generalize our
assumption by supposing that tho model state of qiven J depends on
tho parameters for other states, i.e., the states may be funct ionals
of tho parameter functions Xj_(J),J '

*
(ii) Let K(J,X. (0-)) be the exci Lntion pnerqy of the ground r.tntc

band of tho proscribed collective model, i.e.



- - C X j (0) | ! l | 0 , X i ( 0 ) > , ( 2 . 4 )

where H is the Ilai.iilfconian. The models we shall consider are those
for which

KCJfX^O)) S aJ + bJ2 . (2.5)

In fact, this includes, for suitable values of a and b, all the
limiting dynamical symmetries of the IBM at low J and"interpolates
between them.

(iii) To derive (2.1), for instance, the excitation energy
E(J,X.(J)) is decomposed into a sum of two terras

E(J,Xi(J)) H K(J,X±(J)) + V(Xi(J)) , (2.6)

where K(J,X.(J)) generalizes (2.4), namely

K ( J , X i ( J ) ) = < J , X i ( J ) | H | j , X

[ H | O , X i ( J ) > , ( 2 . 7 )

and
V ( X i ( J ) = <0,X 5 ( J ) | H | O , X i ( J ) >

- <0,Xi(0)|H|O,Xi(O)> . (2.8)

We next assume that, as a generalization of (2.5), we may write

K(J,Xi(J) = (aJ + bJ
2)/G(J) , (2.9)

where 0(J), satisfying 6(0) = 1, is the tracking or scaling variable
which replaces, for our formulation, the variable moment of inertia.
In all previous treatments of VMI (for the Yrast band alone) the
left hand side of (2.9) has been identified with the first term of
(2.1). Therefore the present proposal will contain VMI as a limit-
ing case.

Actually, we believe that physical considerations dictate a more
general assumption that (2.9), which we shall elaborate hereafter
(see Eq. 2.15). But first we shall complete the story associated
with (2.9).

(iv) The remaining assumptions parallel those made in previous
accounts.15"18' Thus the values X.(0) = X. are determined by the
requirement that the potential energy (2.8j ha\2 a minimum at J^O,
namely

OV/3Xio) = 0, det|D
2V/3Xio3X. I > 0 . (2.10)

Furthermore, the X-(J) are supposed slowly varying functions of J
and also slowly vax'ying functions of 0 (J) , so that we may write

6Xi(J) = X±(J) - X i o = ^i[0(J)-l.] • (2.11)

From these assumptions, we derive the form equivalent to that given
in Eq. (2.3), namely

V(XA(J)) - V(Xi(0)) 5 U(0) S JSY(O-I) 2 , (2.12)

Y = ^ ic iKj 3 V/3X io3Xjo . (2.13)



Altogether nnnumptionrj (i) - (iv) imply that: the excitation
energy K(J), (I'..C) can be written in the form

!•:(./) = [(aJ + bJ2)/(i] i-

(2.14)

the second form involving rcscaling and redefinition of constants.
This formula represents a generalization of VMT containing IBM as a
limiting case. We emphasize that this genornlization has been
achieved by insisting on a form interpretablc as an analytic con-
tinuation (in J) of the polynomial valid at small J given by (2.5).

Let us consider briefly the possible physical significance to be
ascribed to the first term of (2.14). (Of course this will be modi-
fied by the presence of the potential energy term). It describes an
anharmonic vibrator with a constant ratio of anharmonic to harmonic
term as a function of angular momentum, only the scale of the spec-
trum changing with angular momentum. A more flexible description
would also allow the relative anharmonicity to vary with angular
momentum. Such an increased flexibility can be incorporated into the
the formalism by means of separate scaling variables for each term
of (2.5). An appropriate generalization of (2.14) is

E(J) ='h + JJjf- + i , ?_, K i j ( V W V V - (2-15)

This formula contains five parameters: $.. . , <t>2o' ^11'
 K22' a n d

K12 = K21*

We judge this to be too many parameters for the amount of data
available for the Yrast bands of non-rotational nuclei, though it
might be of interest to investigate Eq. (2.15) in general terms to
see if it predicts the phenomenon of forking of bands.18) our pre-
sent purpose in introducing (2.15) is in order to have a common
parent for special cases other than (2.14) which will additionally
prove useful when we confront the data below.

B. Multiband Generalization.

ML-tiband generalizations of the VMI have been studied by a num-
ber of authors-' '18-20; ̂  ̂ ut in every case the generalization has
been restricted to:some form of rotational model applicable to
strongly deformed nuclei. Again we note that this is an unnecessary
restriction. We shall illustrate with the SU(5) or vibrational
limit, though the mode of reasoning will clearly apply to any regime..
We quote formulas only, since the "derivation" involves reasoning
which is an obvious extension of that applied to the rotational
models.

We start with the formula for the excitation energy valid.within
the SU(5) or quadrupole anharmonic vibrator limit of the IBM ,

E(n,v,J) = en + h an(n-l)

+ B(n-v) (n+v+3) +Y[VT (J+l) -6n] , (2.16)

where n is the phonon number (number of "d" bosons), v the seniority,
and c , a, p, y are parameters. In general wo require i: to be an
order of magnitude larqcr than tho othor parameters for a good vi-
brational spectrum. VMI-typo generalisations of various; kinds can
be considered. Wo can utilize anywhere from one overall tracking



parameter to four (one for each term of (2.16)). The "potential
cnerqy" that one adds to (2.16) then has a corrcRpondinq deqrec of
complexity. Thus, in the general case, where we would use four
scalimr functions, O.(n,v,J), i=l,...4, v/e add to the modified form
of (2-16), the term x

:.., det (2.17)

Simplifications are achieved by imposing constraints among the
It should be clear, then, how this method applies in principle,
to any collective model.

C. Comparison with Experiment'.

We turn then to selective comparison of our ideas with experi-
i h i i l

p
et of four^nuclei with very similar spec-
4Dy, and l0&Er with R4 = (E(4)/E(2))

ment. We consider first a.
tra, namely 150Sm, 152Gd, XD^Dy, and XJ"Er with R4

taking the values 2.316, 2.194, 2.233, and 2.315 respectively.
Selected results of calculations which have been carried out for
these nuclei are presented in Tables 1-4. The second solumn of each
table contains the experimental results taken from a recent compila-
tion^). The third and fourth columns contain the phenomenological
predictions of the anharmonic vibrator model, with parameters de-
fined by the equation

E(J) = cf> xJ(.J-2) + yJ(J-2) (J-

The approximation AVM1 refers to the approximation y=0, '
AVM?. all three parameters have been utilized. The last

(2.18)

whereas in
row headed

<|AE)> is in every instance the average numerical deviation from
experiment of the levels not utilized in the fit; as indicated, we
have determined our parameters by requiring exact fits to the first
few energies.

Aside from the interest of the results of AVM for the purposes
of comparison with the other calculations, they definitely show the
limitations in accuracy of the SU(5) symmetry in pure form for these
nuclei though judging from AVM2, 1 5 4Dy and lbbEr appear to be rather
good vibrational nuclei.

Table 1. Yrast band - 150Sm

J

2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16

Exp(Mev)

0.33395
0.77335
1.27885
1.8371
2.432
3.048
(3.646)
(4.306)

<|AE|>

AVM1 •
<|>O=5.9882

x=0.07894

—
•

1.31820
1.9685
2.724
3.585
4.552
5.624

0.537

AVJM2
y -

4.909xl0~3

—
-
—

1.8111
2.331
2.798
3.175
3.421

0.347

x=0.60 .
K=8.722x10 q

4>o=-7.6782

—
-

1.27913
1.8363
2.436-
3.073
3.743 -
4.443

0.053

VAVM
C=6.5693x10-5
0Q= 66.356

-
-

1.8301
2.417
3.033
3.675
4.339

0.020



Table 2. Yrast b a n d —
1.52

Gd

Exp(Mcv) AVMI AVM2
y r,

,048491 6.815:<; ,-4

x=0.40
>-=. 001673
•\, =-3.1469

VAVM
C=l.4027x10
0 =117.88o

-4

2
4
6
8

10
12
14
16

0.34424
0.75524
1.2274
1.7470
2.300
2.884
3.499
4.143

—
— '

1.23-30
1.7776
2.389
3.067
3.812
4.623

-
-

1.7551
2.333
2.954 .
3.615
4.308 "

••
—

1.2281
1.7495
2.311
2.908
3.537
4.194

—
-

1.7529
2.325
2.936
3.583
4.262

< AE > 0.184 0.078 0.021 0.057

Table 3.
1S4

Yrast band 34Dy

.J Exp(Mev} AVMI
^o=5.9773

x=0.05813

AVM2
y =

1,631x10'

X=0.40 VAVM
K=1.7879xlO~3 0=9.2614x10
<J> =-2.2855 e =98.886
o o

2
4
6
8

10
12
14

0.3346
0.7470
1.2241
1.7479
2.3052
2.8945
3.5110

-
—
1.2372
1.8052
2.4510
3.1746
3.9760

—

1.7528
2.3200
2.9126
3.5175

-

1.2239
1.7510
2.3199
2.9251
3.5627

-

—
1.7524
2.3225
2.9275
3.5628

|AE|> 0.192 0.011 0.020 0.027

Table 4. Yrast band 1 5 6Er

2
4
6
8

10
12

Exp(Mev) AVMI

0.3444
0.7972
1.3406
1.9589
2.633
3.315

<j>o=5.8072

x=0.07869

AVM2
y =
2.154x10-3

x=0.15
K=.03444
GQ=5.0382

1.3584
2.0280
2.806
3.692

1.9568
2.628
3.336

1.3343
1.9412
2.608
3.328

VAVM
02.5933x10'
eo=--71.067

1.9561
2.630
3.354

AE| 0.159 0.009 0.015 0.015

The last column of each table gives results obtained from the
formulas

E(J) = aJ + 0~1J(J-2) (2.19)



This represent.'; a .limiting form of Kq. (2.] 5) in which ,'•. = a
•- constant is chor;en to fit K(2) nntl therefore i:(2) = 2a in every
cose. Consequently it has; not boun listed separately in the tables.
In thir. model only the anhannonici ty scales and the scaling vari-
able 0 (J) is determined for each J by the usual minimization con-
ditions

(i)E(J)/30) = 0 . (2.20)
J

Since the last two terms vanish for J = 2, the constants C and 0Q
are determined by fitting E(4) and E(6). Equation (2.19) is put
forward here as a three parameter formula alternative to (2.14)
which reduces to a simple polynomial in J as J->0 and agrees with ex-
periment. To understand this assertion, we must first complete the
description of the remaining calculations.

The remaining column headed by a value of x refers to calcula-
tions based on Eq. (2.14) which v/e have chosen to call generalized
VMI. The value x=(l/3) is the VMI, x=l/2 corresponds to a sugges-
tion of Marshalek-*- ' and X<<1 is necessary for a vibrational pic-
ture. There is, however, a minimum value of x for which this
formalism makes sense. It is, in fact, the value listed under AVM1,
for this value is achieved in the limit K+», <J>-><j> t and hK('>-<i> ) •*•£).
We carried out calculations for a range of values of x, starting
with the minimum value and increasing x until we achieved the
(roughly) optimal result which is displayed. These show: (i) The
VMI proper is closely optimal for two of the nuclei, Gd and Dy, but
for Sm we must go beyond even Marshalek's value and for Er we find
a vibrational value, x = 0.15. (ii) Three of the best fits occur
for negative values of the moment of inertia, thus beyond the ori-
ginal domain of definition of VMI, but not beyond the. extended do-
main. ̂ (iii) Most noteworthy, there is nothing to choose numerical-
ly between a suitably generalized VMI and the theory marked VAVM.
Now the latter definitely represents a vibrational picture; this is
ascertained in the first instance from the ratio (a6 )~1=(!5E(2)8 )~1
= 0.089, 0.049, 0.060, 0.082 for the four nuclei under study. Can
one say anything as clear cut about the generalized VMI solutions?
What do they mean and why do they work?

For one thing, they do not fall within the framework of the pic-
ture of small J behavior predicated on Eq. (2.5), i.e. containing
IBM limiting behavior. The easiest way to see this is to consider
the case ^o=0* •"•n this case the generalized VMI, utilizing the vart
ational condition, leads to a simple closed formula

o | O { J + xoJ(J-2)}
2/3 , (2.21)

which is certainly not analytic at J=0. To this formula, the poten-
tial energy contributes (1/3) of the total. For negative $ it
contributes successively a greater percentage of the energy? This,
plus the non-analytic form (2.21), should, in the writer's opinion
raise serious questions concerning the use of the generalized VMI
for small or negative moments of inertia, especially since we are
now able to supply an alternative associated with more conventional
physics.

Needloss to say suspicion is not proof, but in any event if a
formula like (2.2]) indeed roprosonts true physics, what that phy-
sics is lias yet to be clarified. Equation (2.2.1) dons, at tho least
servo one very useful purpose, i.e., ol." clarifying mathematically
why a numerically reasonable solution can bo found within the frame-
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work of the generalized VMT. Thun instead of continuing to negative
<;.o with the original formula, let m; instead try the reasonable
continuation

F.(J) =' { J + xJM-2) 2 / 3 /-A

+ i* (<J> - * ) 2 , '!' > 0 / (2.22)

applicable to the domain x> x , where x is the value determined by
(2.21), and therefore <vo ->-(3/2OK *'

J)-1 ¥or x-vxQ from above. However
by repetition of the previous argument, when 1> -w0, we will obtain
the formula °

(j + x1J(J-2)j
(2/3) • (2.23)

These considerations suggest that for negative <|'ô  we can repre-
sent the generalized VMI, at least approximately by an interpolating
formula of the structure

E(J) = a(j + xJ(J-2)) ( 2 / 3 )" n >_ 1 . (2.24)

treating n as a third continuous parameter besides a and x. The
fractional power gives fairly precisely for suitable n the increas-
ing relative compression of the spectrum for large J, as required by
experiment. We shall return to this point in connection with the
study of the Pd isotopes to which we turn below.

Our minimal conclusion so far is that we have uncovered a new,
physically motivated, description for transition nuclei within the
generalized scaling framework described here. It is distinct from
the VMI solution, which is contained within the same general frame-
work, and is at least as accurate as the latter. We have also rais-=-
ed some questions concerning the physical meaning of the extended
VMI solution, though none of our arguments can be claimed to be
definitive.

Some additional insight plus further illustration of some of our
previous remarks can be achieved by considering the three Pd iso-
topes 102,100,98pd with R4 = 2.293, 2.218, 1.786 respectively. The
data presented in! tables 5-7 was kindly provided by Trudy Goldhaber.
For lu2,I0Upd there is minor.emendation of previously published
data23) arid for Pd it is in agreement with published data.24^ For
the case of 102pcl there is nothing to add to previous comments, since
the results are qualitatively similar to those presented in previous
tables. In the cases of both ^ Pd and Pd we encounter new
features.

Let us next consider •'•̂ P̂d. First, we observe the unusual phe-
nomena that AVM2 gives a (slightly) poorer fit than AVMI. Secondly
none of the generalized VMI formulas gives a good fit over the usual
range of values of x. The best fit is provided by VAVM, but it is
clearly of poorer quality than that for the nuclei considered pre-
viously. We have convinced ourselves that it is possible to match
the quality of this fit by using Eq. (2.24) with n = 1.6, but this
point will not be pursued further here in view of the remarks lead-
ing to (2.24). Probably the most reasonable overall conclusion (see
bciow) is that *00Pd is simply not very collective.

In ^8Pd, we have the only nucleus considered in this discussion
with K4<2. Hero wo see that AVM1 is ridiculous and that AVM2 is
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Table 5. Yrnst bvind - Pd

11

J

2
4
6
8

10
12
14

•

0.
1.
2.
3.
3.
5.
6.

:p (Mov)

5565
2759
1113
0131
9927
0549
1386

AVM1
4 =3.5939

x=0.07318

-
2.1582
3.2034
4.4115
5.7825
7.3164

AVM2
y -
-3.512xlO~3

_
-
—

3.0158
3.9425
4.8445
5.6749

x-^0.4 5
r=0.007708.
i.Q=-1.6126

—
-

2.1115 '
3.0367
4.0362
5.1001
6.2213

VAVM
C~3»R260x10
•i =45.083

—
-
-

3.0304
4.0152
5.0544
6.1404

0.512 0.182 0.039 0.011

Table 6. Yrast band - iooPd

Exp(Mev) AVM1
<j>o=3.0062

AVM2
y =

x=1.0 : VAVM
K=9.7518xl0"4 C=6.6018xl0"b

x=0.03202 -3.927x10-3 =-21.200 eo=44.843

2
4
6
8

10
12
14

0.6653
1.4158
2.1888
2.9874
3.8688
4.7607
5.7061

-
2.2515
3.1724
4.1785
5.2698
6.4463

—
-
—

2.9216
3.5515
4.0158
4.2518

-
-

2.2398
3.1291
4.0747
5.0701
6.1104

2
3
4
5

-
-
-
.9798
.7854
.6030
.4312

AE| 0.361 0.646 0.222 0.131

Table 7. Yrast band - 98Pd

Exp(Mev) AVM1
4> o =2.3186

AVM2
y =•

x=-0.05341 3.7097x10-3

x=0.10
K=0.04563
• =-0.07264

VAVM Eq. (2.26)
5=0.01

D-0.1235
if' =1.2185

2
4
6
8

10
12
14

0.8626
1.5409
2.1117
2.7722
3.6438
4.4450
5.6977

2.0349
2.3446
2.4700
2.4111
2.1679

2.6518
3.2380
3.9471
4.8559

2.2338
2.9547
3.7057
4.4865
5.2957

2.2160
2.9224
3.6751
4.4826
5.3500

AE|> 1.448 0.436 0.162 0.134

unimprossive. We observe that VMI (x=(l/3)) wilrl give an improved
fit but that the best generalised VMI fit has__shĵ ftori to the vibra-
-tional_rcqimc with x = O.J0. Furthermore VAVM :\s defined by (2.19)
will not work at a.ll (it yields an unstable potential energy) . But
it is well•to remember fchnfc Kq. (2.19) is only one special limit of
(2.15). An even simpler limit is associated with what may bo termed
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the variable vibrator model (WM) in the simple form

= | > \ D (v-;-o)
2 ,

(dE(J)/')'l>)j = 0 . (2.25)

It is not difficult to show that Eqs. (2.25) always lead, for D>0,
as required, to a value R4<2, so that the limiting formalism VVM was
not interesting for any previous case.

To provide a three-parameter formalism we modify the first of
Eqs. (2.25) to

E(J) = -p + | D ( < ^ o )
2 + ?J(J-2) . (2.26)

and report a close to optimum fit in the last column of table 7 with
5 = 0.01. A suspicion lingers here that VMI (x=0.10) and VAVM,
Eq. (2.2G) do not represent distinguishable physics in the present
example.

The relative inability of VMI to describe 100Pd has been inter-
preted by Trudy Goldhaber25' as indicating that this nucleus is
semi-magic because of special quartet binding. We have no argument
with this extremely reasonable shell-model picture. Within the
purely phenomenological framework being pursued here, however, there
is not much to choose between them in the extent to which Pd and
98Pd conform to the class of models under study. Neither appears to
be very collective in the sense of this study as already remarked
above for l0UPd.

III. BAND CROSSING CALCULATIONS AND VMI CONCEPTS.

For strongly deformed nuclei, the original VMI formalism has
proved to be truly remarkable in its accuracy up to the region where
one encounters backbending. The interpretation of the backbending
in terms of the crossing of two rotational bands as the mechanism
in most observed cases has now gained universal acceptance. In more
detail the interpretation of the second band (superband) as a rota-
tion-aligned band has been shored.up by calculations based on the
core-particle coupling model. ~ The most convincing work of
this type is that contained in a series of papers by Reinecke and
Ruder.29-31)

To the extent that one accepts the just mentioned work, the pro-
blem about to be discussed is not an open one. Nevertheless a num-
ber of authors have asked the following question. Suppose one does
not assume the K-value for the superband given by the core-particle
coupling models, but adopts only the general band coupling formal-
ism-*2) , can one by a fit to the data determine the favored K-value
or values? Calculations reported to date on this problem, some of
them quite elaborate33'34', have not been decisive in deciding this
question. In this section we shall suggest that these calculations
have not incorporated the VMI philosophy in a sufficiently single-
minded manner.

The one-band VMI fails precisely because at .least one of the
parameters Xj(J) introduced in the general argument of the previous
section, that describing banci-mixinq, becomes rapidly varying and
must bo treated dynamically. Tn the following wo doscri.be a model
in which this is done in a standard way, but at Lho same time all
the other features of VMI ore retained.



. Wo con;; if lor a ;:wo hand model. v/iUi mofU.'l s t a t e , voct-.orn
! J ,<; ,Y.i (J , •';) '••, > - . l , 2 . We- asi.sumo t h a t the- cliufjorw. J m a t r i x e l e m e n t s
of t h e l l omi l t on ion a r c cjiven by VMI-type formulas;

H = < J y A f x | n ! J f f i , X > = ( J ( J + 1 ) ~ K V , _ t - t . }r (Q -Q, ) 2 . (3 .1 )
0 0 " — (j /. ri O O
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Here K,=. is the K value of the band, and we have used a vector nota-
tion for the parameters X^(J,o), which describe the "hidden degrees
of freedom". It must be admitted at the outset that the use of this
formula for the excited (superband) is more problematical than for
the ground band.

For the off-diagonal element we assume the form

H 12 H|J,2,X(J,2)>

= h f(J) ( 3 # 2 )

where h,
values-^*)

and B2 are constants and f(J) takes the conventional

f(J) ='tT(J+l)}Js , K = 1 •*• K = 1 , (3.3a)

= J(J+1) , K = 0 ' K = 0 , (3.3b)

= '(j(J+l) (J+2) (J-l)}*5, K = 0 •• K = 2 . (3.3c)

Some discussion of (3.2) is required. In the absence of speci-
fic model assumptions, the form (3.2) is chosen in accord with VMI
philosophy and will receive justification a posteriori if the con-
tributions lB,<;(e(S~s^ )| remain small compared to unity. As an
aside, it is often remarked that VMI is a theory only of the energy-,
and that there is no recommendation for improvement of other obser-
vables. The type of assumption we have made for H^2' Eq.- (3.2) il-
lustrates that such an assertion is a calumny. From the point of
view of theory we can regard Hj? as a typical scalar observable, and
(3.2) can be viewed as a possible VMI theory of this observable.
Corresponding assumptions can be developed for any observable if one
is not afraid to allow additional parameters to enter the discussion.
In so far as some of the observables of greatest interest, such as
the BE (2) can be identified with some of the Xj_(J) , the necessity
for additional parameters gives information about which physical
parameters contribute to the restoring force constant C in the VMI
formalism .

From the secular equation

H11~ W H »

H 12 H22" W (3.4)

we obtain the usual solutions for each J, . '

but it remains for us to apply variational considerations to deter-
mine the values of 02(J), O2(J). For this we need two independent
equations, which wo can obtain as follows: From the conditions
{1 — x,2)
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ftW. - 0 - ;-:--•- ,Sfi.
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wo conclude that

dot '""i

2

= 0 .

'2 ' (3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

Equation (3.8) may be viewed as determining 0 as a function of 6-,.
The second required condition is obtained by computing (dC^/dO-,)
from (3.8) and equating it to the same quantity computed from either
of Eqs. (3.6) (which are now compatible). The resulting equation may
be written

This yields after simplification a first condition

(H22-H11)Y1Y2 + H12h f(J)(B2YfBlY2) = 0 ,

i '
Yi = ci<V°io> - -"-

f(J) '•fB

l • (3.10)

Eqs. (3.8) - (3.10) replace the usual VMI variat-ional condition.

We have not yet programmed the full calculation described above.
We have, however, performed a "back of the envelope" calculation
(with a hand-programmable calculator) to try to judge if there is
any promise in the above formalism. For this purpose we have chosen
to look at the beautiful data for l^Er, where the ground band can
be followed above the crossing and the superband below the cross-

ing.36' The energy values of in-
terest to us are listed in Table
8. We have simplified the cal-
culations by choosing B 2 = 0 and
selecting a fixed (ad hoc) formu-
la for the superband, namely

Table 8
Experimental Energies,

164
Er

• J G-band (Mev) S-band (Mev)

2
4
6
8

10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24

0.09139
0.29947
0.61440
1.02461
1.5179
2.0828
2.7026
3.4112
4.1212
4.8684
5.6515
—

H22(J)=A+ {J(J+1)-K
2} {9~J-a(24-J)},

(3.11)

which describes an almost rigid
rotator with small correction
term (constant a) to help account
for the empirical fact that the
effective moment of inertia of
the superband decreases with an-
gular momentum. "The £tar_tin«T
values in our -fitting procedure

wore obtained by fitting (3.11). to the S-banil energies at J~22 and
24 and by îi.t.ri.'.K.ii.V roquirinq" H-,2 (.1=16) -- 3.29 Mov, which over-
shoots the experimental energy by 30 keV. The small correction para-
meter a was then kept fixed throughout the rent of the calculation.

2,5193
2.8748
3.2631
3.7686
4.3457
5.0001
5.7291



There remain then the s ix parameters: C. , O.flj h, D.; A and 0 ... 15
Ut i l i / . i n'j the var iat ion^] condit ion

3 0 , (3.12)

to detcrnine the variationul moment of inertia 0,(J), the six para-
meters were fitted simultaneously to the G-band energies for J-2,
4,14 and to the S-band energies for J=1G,22, and 24, i.e., in every
case to energies of the Yrast band. All remaining experimental ener-
gies were then calculated.

This method was applied to tv/o models, namely K=l and K=0 for the
S-band. The anchoring of the Yrast hand in three crucial pairs of
energies is so restrictive that we find that both models fit the
remaining members of the Yrast band to a high degree of accuracy,
namely *|.'iE|> = 1.6 kev for K=l and 1.5 kev for K=0. It is, however,
a different story for the unanchored Yrare band, where we find 112.9
kev average deviation per level for K=l and 310.3 kev per level for
K=0. This difference appears to us to make this subject worth pur-
suing further.

Another point of interest is the variation with angular momentum
• of H12 arising from the term B^ (S^-Sin)• F o r ^=1, ̂ o r instance, we
found B1 = -0.004536 and (°i-

9io>niax = 3 5- 5 2 6 a t J = 2 4 • T h e Product
is 0.1621 which is a 16% effect for J=24, whereas a corresponding
calculation yields about half as much for the neighborhood of the
crossing and a negligible effect near the ground state. This would
appear to justify the expansion used to treat H^2>

IV. MICROSCOPIC FOUNDATIONS OF THE INTERACTING.BOSON MODEL (IBM)
AND OTHER BOSON EXPANSIONS.

A. Preliminary Observations

We now turn to the other important development in nuclear pheno-
menology of the past decade, the IBM. We do not wish to become em-
broiled in any controvery concerning either of two questions which
have been raised concerning this theory: (i) Is it new? (ii) Is it
improved? Certainly we shall hear a great deal about this subject
during the course of this conference. Nevertheless we cannot refrain"
from inscribing here our view of where the IBM fits into the general
scheme of things, what has been accomplished, and what remains to be
done.

In order to achieve some perspective, let us recall that when
the ideas of the theory of superconductivity were introduced into
nuclear physics, it was unnecessary to modify our phenomenological
notions concerning the principle collective excitations of even nu-
clei, i.e., the Bohr-Motteluon theory, or as many seem to prefer to
call it these days, the geometrical model. Why? The reason is that
these motions can be viewed as excitations of a substrate (the core).
Before nuclear superconductivity this substrate was viewed as the
assembly of particles moving independently in a self-consistent de-
formed well. The qroat technical advance was that all wv had to do
was change particles to qunsi-pnrticlcp in the substrate and change
nothing about the pbenomcnological description of the excitations on
the subutrntc. Of course the core-particle coupling model now bcunne
the coro-cjuasiparticle coupling model.

In at ]east one further respect, borrowing from the number non-
conserviiuf methods:, of the theory of superconductivity ac-rorded in a
very naLiual way with Liu; cxiuLimr ideas.. In l.ho ftuhr-MoLLclson
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picture, Ulif» mo;;t important exci tal.jonn aie described in terms of
quadrupolo bosons. Any number of" bn:;on:; can, in principle.-, bo add-
ed to the substrate, thoucjh in practice, the theory was capable in'
its oriqinal forms of doucribi ;K,' only low one ray excitations. This
is completely in accord with the usual nr.-thods of superconductivity
where fermion particle number is not strictly conserved.

The older phenomenology has nothing to say about the microsco-
pic structure of the constituent bosons. Do they represent parti-
cle hole correlations or particle-particle correlations? One ans-
wer to this question is provided by the entire tradition or para-
digm of nuclear theory which goes back to the introductionof the
random phase approximation into the subject3^) (sec 3?)for a review)
or the first paper on boson expansions in nuclear theory-^) and cul-
minating for this conference in the work of Tamura and his colla-
borators .39-41) rpfte answer given by this tradition is that the col-
lective excitation is described as a two quasi-particle correlation
(as opposed to a quasi-particle - quasi-hole correlation).

It is our contention (or rather our current belief) that there
is no fundamental inconsistency between this viewpoint and the view-
point underlying the IBM, to which we now turn, though there may be
conceptual and technical advantages of one or the other approach.
After describing the differences between IBM and the previous view,
we shall attempt to justify the assertion which initiated this
paragraph.

The motivation for the IBM may reside in part in the observa-
tion that in improved treatments of nuclear superconductivity it is
recognized more explicitly that the basic unit is the correlated
pair of particles (not quasi-partides) coupled to angular momentum
zero. L We shall continue to talk only about pairs of particles,
though if we are beyond the half-shell closure, it becomes conven-
ient to replace particles by holes.J The traditional collective ex-
citation is then interpreted as a pair of particles coupled to J=2.
In the IBM, these pairs become a pair of fundamental entities, the
s and d bosons. The total number of bosons is restricted to be
half the number of fermions.

In attempting to assay what the IBM has added to nuclear physics
we must remember that there have been two distinct versions of the
theory. In the first, no distinction was made between neutrons and
protons. This theory could be viewed as a number-conserving gener-
alization of the existing phenomenological theory. The authors of
this version must also be credited with, emphasizing within this
framework the role of certain limiting symmetries and of suggesting
that a relatively simple phenomenological llamiltonian requiring at
most the interaction of pairs of bosons would suffice to give a
sufficiently good account of nuclear properties. Though the jury
is still out on the last suggestion as well as the true significance
or necessity of the boson number as a good quantum number, at least
one of the limiting symmetries, the 0(6), even though shown to be
related to the -/-unstable model^' had been largely neglected pre-
viously as a choice for the interpretation of experiment.

In the second version^' neutron and proton bor.ons were accorded
separate recognition, thus definitely going beyond previous pheno-
menology. Agreement with data has certainly boon enhanced, but the
connection with the .limiting symmetries is much loss LrnnsP'ii'cnfc.
There is continued insistence on keeping the collective llnmiltonian
simple.
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The II'.M is still a very youn'i theory, even frnm the phenomeno-

loffical poinL of view. We mur.t: certainly continue to investigate
the potentiality for improving the Hamiltonian, coupling to other
degrees of freedom, etc. However these details eventually come
out, the IBM v/ill remain important for u number of reasons: (i) A
number-conserving theory is a priori a sounder theory than a num-
ber non-conserving one and for sufficiently small total number, the
differences should be detectable experimentally. (ii) It can be
understood more directly than previous phenomeno].ogical theories in
terms of structures which occur in a fundamental way in shell-model
calculations. It is in this sense it has received some shoring up
from special shell model calculations44'45>. (iii) Finally - and
this is what will interest us mostly - it has refocussed attention
on the problem of deriving a collective boson description from a
shell model description.

Now let us all admit candidly that up to now this problem has
not been fully solved within the IBM framework Our present pur-
pose is to outline a method for achieving thir nd. In the course
of describing this method we shall be led to tne conclusion that
the extensive work of Tamura and associates is also deficient in at
least one element of theory, and that an essential part of our pro-
posal is appropriate to any method of deriving a collective boson
Hamiltonian and therefore to that work.

Before descending into the trenches, we first return to the
question raised earlier on how we should view the existing work on
boson expansions which treat the bosons as quasi-particle pairs. It
is then our opinion, that technical details aside, i.e., admitting
that they may require some technical improvements, there is no rea-
son why they cannot constitute viable alternatives to the {to be
developed! methods which conserve particle number. It is our ex-
perience4"' with related problems (but a different method - the
equationsof motion method) that even for systems with moderate par-
ticle number, a relatively modest improvement over the usual BCS
method such as that due to Nogami,4'' incorporated within the quasi-
particle formalism, will bring most of the benefits of number con-
servation. Another point of conflict, whether we can really stop
at fourth order (simple boson-boson interaction), or have to go to
sixth order can only be settled ultimately in the trenches.

B. A Multi-Level Boson Correspondence for the IBM.

The general problem is to diagonalize a shell model Hamil-tonian
approximately by means of a transcription to a boson space. There
are at least four essential problems to be solved or decisions to be
made before this program can be brought to fruition. Of these the
first three discussed below were addressed in some form in the work
of Otsuka et al 4 8' 4 9^. (i.) The choice between particles and quasi-
particlcs. Previously, though particles had been utilized in model
calculations involving bosons with J=O^0'51', they had not been
utilized in more realistic studies of collective motion involving
J^O excitations, except in some preliminary studios on the single j
shell by the writer and his cowoz-kers 52) within the framework of
the equations of motion method. (ii) The size of the original shell
model space to be mnppod on to the boson space. In previous work
this had often been the entir£ shell model space. Reduction of the
size of the space had. taken place after the mapping. Another de-
parture from previous work is the suqgcsti.cn that one work backwards.
Start with the hcuson space of desired structure (s and d bosons) and
work backwards to define a formion space of suitable structure which
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wi]l m.-ip onto thin boson Kpnco without extraneous riomr.-nts in either
space. (iii) Thorn .iro alternate formal method:; for carrying through,
the corro:;pondcnco from the fermion space to the: boson siwco known
as the Holyaev-Zelevinsky method i9' , the Mnruinori method-^z 54) and
the Holr.tcin-I'rimakoff method^' 56) . All «.iro equivalent if carried
through exactly5*'}. Workers choosing quasi-particlc methods have
all utilized one of the first two methods. Following through on
their concept under (ii) the IBM workers^ r'W) have found it natural
to use the Holstein-Primakoff method. Though we cannot go into
such details here, this allows them to treat s-boson effects without
expansion. There is still an expansion in d-boson effects, however.
We shall return to this point in our concluding remarks. (iv) the
observations under (i)-(iii) completely characterize the work of
Otsuka et al and indeed we shall adopt their suggestions in seeking
to extend their work in the direction of greater realism, by allow-
ing more than one single particle level. As illustration only we
shall use two levels with the property that the equation

- i - -*• • *

5X + 32 = 2 (4.1)
possesses a solution.

To see the essential new problem we note that we shall want to
study the correspondence

Fermion Space, Pair Operators Boson Space, Boson Operators

J=0 A ( 0 ) tQl), A(0)t(22) - b / , b /

J=2 A(2)+(ll),A(2n;22),A
(2)+(12) -v bn +' b22 +' b12 + ' U * 2 )

The notation compresses all quantum numbers associated with j^ into
the numerical subscript and similarly for J2» In the fermion space
there are two monopole pairs and three quadrupole pairs, two pure
^1 o r J2 a n d according to (4.1), one mixed operator. Each of these
five operators is mapped onto the corresponding boson. Below we
shall describe how to carry out this mapping. But now we see that
in the boson space we have more degrees of freedom than we wish to
deal with. How do we choose the s boson and the d boson? We ad-
dress {and solve) this vital problem in subsection C.

For the remainder of this subsection we study the problem framed
by Eq. (4.2). The first thought is to use the mapping given by
Otsuka et al and take a direct product of two luch mappings. This
is too naive because we want to treat all quadrupole operators on
an equal footing and there are no mixed quadrupole operators in the
direct product without further coupling. A second thought is
whether we must couple all operators to a resultant angular momentum
in the fermion space before carrying out the mapping, or put less
naively, what actual basis is "best" to use in the fermion space.
As it turns out the decision is determined by the dynamical method
for picking the physical s and d bosons. Therefore we shall des-
cribe our (simple) proposal and justify its utility later.

Following Otsuka et al, we design the correspondence looking
backwards from the boson space, i.e., we write down the boson basis
desired and then infer the required structure of the fermion spaco.
In the boson space wo chooso n direct product of five subspaces,
the b]/1" and b2* (kinomatical) s?-boson Kubspacos and three SU(5)
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"seniority" boson bar.cs for bjj , lJ2?.' ' ancI *512 • Each of these
i i iijj 2?. 1

on is characterized by citato:; of definite' angular momentum,
among other quantum numbers, but we do not choose to couple those
together, a.s it wouJd turn out to bo an unnecessary complication.

Next, in the fermion space, construct from the operators dis-
played in (4.2), states of maximum seniority with angular momentum
coupled together for each kind of cjuadrupole pair. To construct
these states most simply we must replace the given quadrupole opera-
tors by operators of pure seniority defined as follows: Consider a
single j and the seniority description of the monopole operators.
The operator

p S - hplhp+l.) + S+S_
Pp = P S - ^PiHp+l) , (4.3)

where

s = h (fi-v) , a = j + h

SQ = h (n-fi) ,

S+S_ = §
2 - S Q

2 + S Q , (4.4)

annihilates the state jjv ,n> and is unity when acting on the

state |jv,v>. Here v is the seniority and n the number of particles
in the given shell. Thus the operator

.(2) , (4.5)
where

P(ll) = P2(1)P4(1) , (4.6)

is a product of two operators (4.3), definitely increases the
seniority by two as it definitely increases the number of particles
by two. D(2)(22) is similarly defined, but for the mixed quadrupole,
we make the replacement

D ( 2 ) + (12) = P(12) A(2)!(12) , (4.7)

P(12) = P^l) Px(2) . (4.8)

For the considerations which follow we need a succinct labeling
of states. We shall use the same labeling for both the fermion and
boson spaces. Let

n. = no. of s fermion pairs in j,

= no. of b^ bosons,

n_ = no. of s fermion pairs in j^

= no. of \>2 bosons,
«

n'. • = no. of d fermion pairs described by A ' ' (ij)

= no. of bi- bosons. (4.9)

Thus if n = number of fermion pairs = number of bosons, we have

n = n± + n2 + n n + n 2 2 + R 1 2 , (4.10)

N i n 2nl + 2 n H + nl2 ' (4.11)
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N 2 " ?.n2 • 2n22 + n 1 2 , (4.12)

Vl = 2nll 4 n12 ' (4'13>

V2 = 2n22 + n12 ' ( 4' 1 4 )

v/here N. = number of fermions in level i and v^ is the associated
seniority. A state with quantum numbers (4.10-14) will be labelled

|nl'n2'nllJllall' n22J22U22' n12J12al2>
r> „ n , (4.15)

1 t or o
v/here J- • refers to the angular momentum quantum numbers and a. . to
to the remaining quantum numbers, and the subscript P or B, as re-
quired, distinguishes fermion from boson space.

Having defined the spaces involved•the technique of obtaining
the fermion-boson mapping is essentially the same as that described
by Otsuka et al. It is out of place to list formulas here, and even
more out of place to describe the elementary but tiresome bookkeep-
ing and angular momentum algebra which is used to derive them. What
is necessary is to describe why such a relatively trivial estension-
of the single j correspondence suffices to do the multi-shell prob-
lem.

C. How Can One Determine the "Physical" s and d Bosons?

We turn then to the heart of the matter. This problem is cen-
tral not only to any eventual success in trying to derive the IBM
but also appears in modified form in the older work where, it has
also been treated inadequately, or at least questionably in all
previous work.

Let us therefore review briefly the history of this subject.
Underlying our discussion let us imagine the typical microscopic
Hamiltonian utilized, consisting of the sum of a shell model term
plus a pairing interaction plus one'or more quadrupole-quadrupole
interactions. In the vibrational regime, when pairing dominates
over quadrupole effects, everyone agrees that the quasi-particle
random phase approximation (RPA) is a reasonable first approximation
to the collective quadrupole boson and indeed little is lost by ig-
noring ground state correlations and therefore using the Tamm-
Dancoff (T.D.) collective boson. As quadrupole correlations increase
i.e., as we attempt to describe transition nuclei the RPA breaks
down. At this juncture, the only recourse appears to be to choose
the collective T.D. boson or even some schematic approximation to it.

Now what is wrong with this method? It is certainly ad hoc to
return for strong quadrupole coupling, faute de mieux, to a method
which is justified for weak coupling. Since in the transition to
collective variables we throw away all or almost all of the Hamil-
tonian other than that which depends on the collective variables,
without too much hope moreover of honestly checking our approxima-
tion in a systematic way, it behooves us to c;-'osc that collective
subspaco in an optimal way at the outset rath( r than utilize an ad
hoc procedure.

Therein lies the heart of our criticism of previous approaches.
Either there has boon no optimal i'/.ation of a spare of choices or
else it has boon an inadvertent one. We translate the previous
verbiage to moan that we must acvk a variational crri fcorion. But the
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usual vnriational principle deals with only ono state of the .system
at a time, and along v/i f;h whatever technical pro!)! ems; wo may encoun-
ter is not conceptually adequate for the problem at hand.

The essence of nuclear collectivity is that we wish to bring
down an entire collective subspace of states - that of the s and d
bosons in the current phrasing of the problem - to an average energy
which is. lower than that of the remaining state; of the given nuc-
leus. It is not that difficult, it turns out, to put the criterion
just mentioned on a quantitative basis. Since the average energy
of a set of states is proportional to the trace of the Hamiltonian
over the subspace considered, a necessary condition for determining
this subspace is the condition

S(Tr H) = 0 , (4.16)

which can be read that the average energy is stationary.

This variational principle is certainly a consequence of the
usual Rayleigh-Ritz variational principle. The real question is
whether it can be associated with a full dynamical scheme which can '
be carried out in practice to some reasonable approximation. In
fact, the relation of Eq. (4.16) with a full dynamical scheme for ;
collective motion has been known to the writer for over a decade ,
but it has recentlyfibeen moving into an even larger place in his
scheme of things"' . See also °1'. In the more recent work, it
has been shown how such a variational statement combined with suit-
able kinematical constraints, arising mainly from commutation rela-
tions, provides a complete scheme of quantum mechanics and that in
approximate form it leads" to the kind of approach to collective
motion which has been the writer's stock-in-trade. In fact, the
variacional approach was also used in a number of model calculations
(see 52) for instance) without, however, the full awareness of its
role in the structure of the theory.

We now describe how the variational condition (4.16) may be used
in a new and essential way to solve the problem of finding the s
and d bosons. WHAT WILL EMERGE IS THAT THE VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE
DIVIDES THE PROBLEM INTO THE DESIRED TWO PARTS, IN THAT IT FIRST
DETERMINES THE COLLECTIVE HAMILTONIAN. AFTERWARDS THE LATTER MAY
BE DIAGONALIZED CONVENTIONALLY. In fact it may be more informative
to show in detail how this method is being applied to a test model
in order to verify its applicability. From this description, it
will become clear - and in any event we shall afterwards explain -
why the mapping described in subsection B suffices to carry through
the method in the general case.

To test the method we choose a multi-level pairing model (number
of levels left indefinite)

H = E h-N. - G Z A.+A., , (4.17)
i 1 x n ' x a

where the operators are defined in terms of the shell model opera-
tors by the equations

Ni - £ nim+aim ' «

involving n sum over magnetic quantum numbers. The index i
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compr i.:;c'j all other single pnrkielc quantum nuralji.1)".1!, h. is a single
particle oiiorqy, .'ind ('. i .<•; tho pair coupling consLmt. The operators
N. , A. T satisfy the algebra SU(2) x SU(2) :< ...

LvvJ
[Ai#Nir] = 26ii,Ai , • (4.21)

where 20.. = 2J.+1.

Now the first task is to map a basis in the shell model space
onto a boson basis. ,-?or the model under consideration this is a
well-studied problem^ '. One maps the fermion states for each level,

|pi>F « N (Ai
+)p|0>F , (4.22)

where N is a normalization constant onto the boson basis

Here B., B. satisfy the canonical commutation relations

( 4' 2 3 )

[Bi'Bif] = 1 • (4.24)
The total mapping is then the direct product of the mappings for
each individual level.

The second task is to choose a version of tho fermion pair-boson
operator correspondence. Of the three possibilities mentioned in
our preliminary remarks, we choose the Holstein-Prinnkoff version
because it is the most, highly summed form of correspondence and the
analogueof what we wish to do in the real problem. The well-

formulas are

(4.25)

(4.26)

If we substitute (.4.25,26) into (4.17) we obtain the corresponding
Hamiltonian in the boson space,

Hfi = 21 h.B^B.

(4.27)
«

So far all we have done is to map the multi-level pairing prob-
lem onto a boson space. As long as we remember that only boson
basis states are permitted for which the square roots in (4.27)
yield real numbers, we have not changed (or indeed simplified) tho
original problem. The next step is the crucial,one. We introduce a
linear, unitary (ultimately orthogonal) transformation from the ori-
ginal, kinem.itical, bosons B. to a new set of boson, S^, to be cho-
sen according to the dynamical criterion wo have introduced in
(4.16), and expressed by tho standard transformation equations,

1 \ J. A A
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A typical square root factor in (4.27), which can be handled exactly
within the context of the direct product basis constructed from the
BA, becomes

(4.32)

and can be dealt with in the calculations which follow JVhich will
utilize the direct product basis constructed from the SI) only by
partial expansion.

To illustrate our viewpoint we consider an approximation which
has some formal analogy with the real physical problem involving
the s and d bosons.

We assume that the low-lyinb states can be constructed largely
from the basis states of two bosons, S~ = S '" and T~ = S '; . Let
ail = a., a._ =3-« W e truncate the sum in (4.28), and T4.29)
becomes unapplicable, similarly (4.30). The orthonormalization con-
ditions (4.31) become

1 a.*a. = Z 8,*6, = 1 , (4.33)

I a-V ~ Z B *a. * 0 . (4.34)
i •"• x i i x

Since (4.27) conserves the total number of bosons, this translates
into the conservation of

N = Ng + N T = S
fS + T+T . (4.35)

Again, it will be difficult to deal with the radical (4.32) un-
less we can assume that Nm<< N and we shall therefore proceed with
this assumption. Thus, with the help of (4.35) we write (4.32) as

aJct.N m*r * * c

(a, a, -f - * sil. % ^i"i pipi ' OT
X X "(4.36)

Retaining only the first two terms under the radical and expanding
the remainder to first order only - to illustrate procedure - we
derive an approximate boson Hamiltonian of the form

HB = Hd + HOd * (4'37>

where H, is diagonal in tho direct product basis constructed from St
and T"'' and is given by the expression
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! +
Hd = Cj^S ' s 4 C 2 T T

V12,12 S V ' T S + V22,22 T V T T • / ( 4 ' 3 8 )

whore, with the definition

r - o Js | \ ( N - l ) a . u . 1 *
1 = L I ft. j . ( 4 . 3 9 /

t h e c o e f f i c i e n t s i n ( 4 . 3 8 ) a r e g i v e n by t h e e x p r e s s i o n s

e± = 21 h i | a i | 2 - G|E r ^ J 2 , ( 4 . 4 0 )

e ~ = 2 Z h . | 0 . j 2 - G | Z r . 0 . | 2 , . .. ( 4 . 4 1 )

V 1 2 , 1 2

+ C . C . , ( 4 . 4 2 )

v - _ - = - =G. ? , r . B . r . , ft . , {r- ( a . a . - B . B . ) + ' i •*••>• i 1 ) } ( 4 . 4 3 )

Corresponding expressions for H , will not be quoted here because
they do not enter into the present discussion, i .e., they do not
enter into the calculation of Tr HD if we use the designated basis.

We are prepared to apply (4.16) , but before we can do so, we
must render a decision based on physical consideratins. Thus the
underlying idea here is that the ground state is dominated by the
basis vector

0> , (4.44)

and that the low-lying states are mainly T excitations. Generally
speaking, it makes mathematical but not physical sense to compute
the trace over the entire space of fixed N,

-•NN-n
(4.45)

This is because the parameters of the Hamiltonian will dictate that
some new excitation will en£er (in energy) before the very high ex-
citations associated with T;. The method is, however, completely
flexible since subspaces can be enlarged or pared, and once a
choice has been made, it is often trivial to calculate the quantity

F(a,6,N) H N"1 Tr Hn

= N~l Tr Hd , (4.46)

which now depends on the vectors a, (̂  and the value of N, in addi-
tion to the parameters of the original Iiamiltonian.

Finally then, we require that (4.46) bo stationary with respect
to the choice of the vectors it, £, subject to the constraints (4.33)

II ""*
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and (4.34). We demand

0 = <5K "•- <SF - c .«*>/: 'i.rx. - (• i v !>.('..
X j X X Z - X X

"C12 6l \h^2l"l " ^ '
A well-known consistency requirement for the Lagrange multipliers
is that

e21 = e12 ' (4.48)

With the definitions

= X± * (4.49)

* = Y, , (4.50)

we obtain the non-linear equations

*•• X. - e a - e *3, = 0 , (4.51)
l 1 i y/- x

Yi " e23i " C12ai = ° ' (4.52)

which, together with (4.33) and (4.34) constitute enough equations
to determine a, £ and the Lagrange multipliers. It is consistent
here to choose all quantities to be real.

With the help of the constraints applied to (4.51) and (4.52),
we can derive the equations

, (4.53)

, (4.54)

' (4.55)

' (4.56)

the equality of the last two equations providing a consistency
check. ^

As of this writing although our program is working, the numeri-
cal analysis associated with the equations just described is incom-
plete and therefore will not be reported. Our purpose in giving
this account is to show that it yields a well-defined calculational
procedure of a standard non-linear algebraic typo, and, except for
the (non-essential) alqebraic complexity of the realistic case,
provides a prototype for the latter, as we discuss below.

The equations we have described contain several well-known
limiting cashes: (i) If we keep only tho S' boson, our equations
characterise a number-conserving BCS approximation, carried out
within tho bo.̂ on framework. For a single j level, it becomes exact
(ii) If tho Cull complement of bouons is rotainrd, but only single
excitations aro allowed, and the equation.'*, are linearized, we obtain
im approximation equivalent to the T. n. approximation.

e l

E 12

£ 1 2

= Z

i

i
= J

a.

h

•k

X i
*

X
*Y±
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D. Concludiivf Observation?..

We should iiov; be able to understand why the mapping described
in subaection K in adequate for tho purpouc:; Tor which it is intend-
ed. 'I'hus the bosons b. and b. ..: inciic-'it t-x\ .under {4.2) will play
the same role as the kmematicai bonons B^ of the pairing discus-
sion. Special linear combination:; will bo souqht, separately for
the J=0. and J=2 bosons which v/ill render Tr li stationary in a suit-
able subspace and this together with constraints will determine the
"physical bosons".

In searching the literature for some previous realization that
there was some need for a criterion to characterize the most collec-
tive modes, we have become aware of only one previous attempt in
this direction. In B. Sorensen's last paper on boson expansions"^',
he invokes a variational criterion which we can view as an approxi-
mate alternative to our proposal: He replaces the trace criterion
by the requirement of minimization of the first excitation energy
of the nucleus. The equations for the determination of the collec-
tive excitation are the T. D. approximation to an effective Hamil-
tonian wherein one quadrupole coupling parameter is varied to ob-
tain the minimized energy.

Let us recall once more that the correspondence defined under
(4.2) involves seniority bases. The ensuing boson expansion appears
to have as parameter the ratio of the average occupation number of
d bosons to some measure of the total degeneracy. Though we now
believe that these series converge rapidly enough for transitional
nuclei so that the method v/ill be viable for them, it is still not
clear, though one remains optimistic, why the same method should
work for strongly deformed nuclei. Therefore it remains of interest
to search for correspondences alternative to the seniority bases
favored thus far, correspondences which start from the strong
coupling limit.

We remark finally that the method espoused here for the deter-
mination of the physical s and d bosons applies as well, with some
technical modification, to the quasi-particle approach to boson
expansions (Sorensen's work was within the quasi-particle frame-
work) and represents therefore a missing element in current work.
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